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IBI SCIENTIFIC ANNOUNCES EXPANSION OF DUBUQUE, IOWA FACILITY  
Now Providing Private Label and Custom Blended Chemicals 

 
[DUBUQUE, IOWA, July 5] – IBI Scientific is excited to announce the launch of the Specialty and 
Custom Blending Department. IBI Scientific is now capable of providing private labeled, custom 
blended chemicals- ensuring your exact formulation specifications. The new department is 
located in Dubuque, Iowa and features a state-of-the-art pure water system, sterile suite, anti-
room and quality control lab.  
 

 
Figure 1: Abby Wood, Lab Manager at IBI Scieintific, setting up the pure water system for production 

With the expansion of IBI Scientific’s facility, comes the expansion of capabilities. IBI Scientific 
now can special blend a wide variety of life science reagents and chemicals including buffers, 
diluents and media. Sterile liquids and pure water are aseptically filled, quality control tested for 
sterility, nuclease free, endotoxin free, and packaged to desired specifications. 
 
“As a proud member of the Iowa Biotechnology Association, IBI Scientific has expanded our 
facility with a state-of-the-art ultrapure water system and cleanroom therefore greatly 
expanding our capabilities to better serve our state and private life science researchers and our 
commercial biotech companies dealing with plant, animal and human research and product 
production. IBI Scientific is expanding and meeting the needs of Iowa companies requiring 
specialty custom reagent blending product,” John Stork (Co-owner of IBI Scientific). 
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“Working with IBI Scientific reduces the risk of Syngenta employee’s chemical exposure during 
the blending process. Having IBI blend, allows our team to focus on sample preparation and not 
buffer creation. Also, working with IBI has helped not having to store large volumes of supplies, 
they provide in a time delivery,” Melissa Stanley (Syngenta) 
 
IBI Scientific is an ISO certified U.S. manufacturer and international provider of life science 
research equipment and reagents. Choosing IBI Scientific guarantees reliable products and 
customer-first service, bringing you consistent lab results and groundbreaking discoveries 
worldwide. 
 

Call or email IBI Scientific today to discuss how your custom blending needs can be met.  
https://www.ibisci.com/pages/specialty-blending-oem  
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